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-- Note: The link to get the bonus resources is now working! --Did you know that Dialectical

Behavior Therapy has helped millions of teenagers since it was developed just over 30 years

ago! Keep reading to find out how your teen can benefit as well!Adolescence is a crucial period

for developing and maintaining social and emotional habits essential for mental well-being.The

problem is this is easier said than done. Considering all the distractions and peer pressure our

teens deal with that we did not have when we were their age, how can we help them?The

techniques taught in DBT can make your teen’s journey into adulthood a lot smoother.Imagine

your teen had all the skills necessary for:Coping with stressful times like exams.Balancing

powerful feelings and emotions in an effective wayNavigating interpersonal relationships

effectivelyOvercoming rejections and failuresDeveloping mindfulness to stay focused in the

momentLife skills to become confident and resilientAnger management skillsAccepting

themself and their current situationWell, the DBT skills workbook for teens teaches all of these

skills that are simple yet effective!In case you were wondering, DBT is a form of therapy that

helps people find the balance between accepting themselves and changing what they don’t like

about themselves. Sounds sweet?The DBT skills workbook for teens is a FUN, ENGAGING

and GAMIFIED experience, precisely what keeps today’s distracted teens motivated to do the

work. That is already half the battle won!We also invested a lot of effort into making the interior

design and graphics appealing to the eye, to keep it extra interesting and to keep the reader

engaged.The workbook takes your teen on a journey going through four quests to learn the

four key skills in DBT.In The DBT skills workbook, you will discover:Under the Scanner - The 5

steps to becoming aware of how your body is feeling - page 24Breathflix - Discover how to tune

into your breathing mindfully to help you relax. - page 43Collect Yourself - how to harness the

power of your five senses to calm down from a state of intense emotion. - page 79Radical

Acceptance - Discover a new lens to see yourself and the world by learning how to accept

things that are out of your control - page 102Rowing- Find out how to see the bigger picture

and realize that your perception isn’t always the truth - page 142Circle of Focus - Learn how to

be mindful during a conversation - page 185Hexagon of Hacks- The six tools to have effective

communication, including how to be assertive, listening skills, and the simple request formula -

page 208And much more!BONUS - Downloadable worksheetsFor your convenience, we have

made all the worksheets in this book available for free download, so you can print them out.

This can be particularly useful if you have the kindle version of this book, or if you are

conducting group sessions.Even if your teenage child has never been open to self-help

workbooks, this book is different! We have put a lot of thought into the reader experience from

a teenager’s perspective to ensure it will be a fun, engaging, and transformative experience for

them!Click “add to cart” and give your teen the resources you wish had been given to you

when you were their age!
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Boris Reviews Stuff, “An eye opening book about developing important life skills. The media
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This an incredibly interesting book, in a unique way. It doesn't JUST teach the coping and

mindfulness skills, but it ALSO has specific exercises designed to help someone internalize

and integrate those skills. I found that the exercises helped me realize fascinating things about

myself that I didn't know. FOR EXAMPLE: there is this one exercise that I found really fun to do

that involved around time perception. It had me close eyes for a time-span for what I THINK

would be one minute. When I opened my eyes after I thought one minute passed, I was then

able to see how my perception of time passing was DIFFERENT than the reality of time

passing. The other exercise that I found to be interesting and insightful was one where I was

encouraged to track how one thought LEADS TO ANOTHER THOUGHT (I think it was called a

"thought train"). It made me realize that it's important to think positively because it creates a

self-reinforcing momentum that becomes stronger with time. These exercises really helped me

discover about myself, how my emotions operate, and how my mind works. They were really

something special and I enjoyed doing them. I would recommend this book to anyone who

wants to learn more about himself and how to cope with everyday stresses - especially if they

often find themselves in challenging situations.”

Angie Lyon, “Great Resource. As both a therapist that utilizes a great deal of DBT with 11-18

age range, I found this approach well thought out. I was looking for another way to make the

"homework" of DBT more appealing and worded in words better suited for the adolescent age

group. As I get further into incorporating it into my practice, I'll update this review, but I was

really looking forward to the resource pages and worksheets, but for some reason they aren't

accessible? I've been getting error messages on the website and also not connecting to a way

to contact the publisher directly.”

C. McMahon, “Perfect for my 14 yr old son. This workbook is exactly what my 14 yr old son

needs. DBT skills is recommended by my son’s psychologist. It helped him by coming up with

different ways to approach or handle situations. It helped him to find different strategies to help

him calm down in stressful situations. It also helped him in letting things go and not dwelling so

much on the negative. The workbook allows you to try different methods to find the one that

works for you. My son struggles with anger management and emotional regulation and we

have found this workbook to be a useful tool.”

Loo Loo, “Essential resource for teens!!. Fabulous workbook! The layout was easy to follow and

packed with little nuggets of wisdom. This book would be a great resource for any age wishing



to work through emotional issues. It was a pleasure to read, and work from. The graphics help

with reader engagement, and the book just flows so well. Outstanding, a must have resource!”

Nikki, “Great content, presented in an appealing way!. I am a therapist and work with youth.

When a youth is looking for resources they will appreciate the abundant information in the

book! As they apply it, they experience progress!For the youth that needs a little more

excitement and is resistant towards help, the book provides a format that makes it more

engaging than simply reading from a textbook.”

Jodi M Hentzell, “Phenomenal much needed resource!!. DBT is often overwhelming and

difficult to apply to life. Not only is this book easy and fun and simple to understand but it gives

real practical applications in simple terminology that teens and adults can easily

understand.The graphics are amazing. There are some easy pictorial guidelines for meditation

and emotion charts.It’s great for teens and adults— I’ve been doing dbt a long time and I’m

using the book as a refresher to keep my skills fresh.Thank you for this much needed resource.

It’s absolutely phenomenal!!!”

DJ, “Great workbook for teens!. I am really liking this book so far. I like that it is up-to-date and

delivered in a fun and engaging way that is relatable to teens. Also, I think it’s great it provides

a link to work sheets you can print online. I would definitely recommend!”

Jessica M, “Amazing DBT skills workbook filled with fun. This DBT workbook for teenagers is

full of fun activities and excersises which make things much more easier for a teen to work

through, without having to sit through pages filled with just writing. I love that the workbook is

gamified, and has quests which the teen has to complete to go forward in the book. This gives

incentive and inspires teens to propell forwards.I also love the illustrations and the great

explenations for skills. This book is a must have in a DBT collection!!”

Kathy Pinsent, “A really well laid out and hlepful book. I found this book on line by chance and

ordered it on a whim. And I'm so glad I did. I work with a lot of teenagers and this has sosme

really great way of explaining about anxiety and stress and how to manage your emotions. It is

set out like a workbook with tips and ideas that really appeal to me as an adult. I wonder what

a teenager would make of it? Well worth buying. A great resource.”

Lesleyai, “Excellent resource. This is a great resource. The added bonuses of the worksheets

being given to you electronically is a huge help (plus the parents book too). I will be using this

with my Nurture Groups within school. Thank you to the writers for all your help via email too,

hugely appreciated.”

lindsey phillips, “Good book good ideas. We are using this often, good book, nice activities.”

The book by Teen Thrive has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 574 people have provided feedback.
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